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The toolbox

―――
Credits: Oriol Vinyals, 2020. 1 / 23

https://twitter.com/OriolVinyalsML/status/1212422497339105280


Yann LeCun, 2018.

People are now building a new kind of software by assembling networks of
parameterized functional blocks and by training them from examples using
some form of gradient-based optimization.

An increasingly large number of people are de�ning the networks procedurally in a
data-dependent way (with loops and conditionals), allowing them to change
dynamically as a function of the input data fed to them.
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DL as an architectural language
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Inputs and outputs Architectures Losses
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Inputs/Outputs
Vectorized attributes, tabular data

Images

Sequences (words, speech, images, videos)

Graphs

Structured data

All may serve as both inputs and outputs.
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I/O: vectorized inputs  class

labels

Architecture: logistic unit

Loss: cross-entropy

The logistic unit

Logistic regression

→

y = σ(w x+ b)T
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Stacking logistic units in parallel
results in a layer.

Composing layers in series
results in the MLP (or fully
connected feedforwards nets).

Multi-layer perceptron
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I/O: images, audio, text 

class labels or regression
targets

Architecture:
convolutions, pooling

Loss: cross-entropy,
negative log-likelihood

Convolutional networks extend fully connected
nets with convolutional and pooling layers.

Convolutional networks

→
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Locality and translation invariance

Locality: objects tend to have a local spatial support.

Translation invariance: object appearence is independent of location.

Convolution

―――
Credits: Reed, de Freitas, and Vinyals, "Deep Learning: Practice and Trends", 2017. 9 / 23



Training deep networks leads to vanishing gradients.

Skip connections provide a brick to make them
trainable.

Skip connections
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ResNet-34 DenseNet

Unet

―――
Credits: He et al, 2015, Huang et al, 2016, Ronneberger et al, 2015. 11 / 23

https://arxiv.org/abs/1512.03385
https://arxiv.org/abs/1608.06993
https://arxiv.org/abs/1505.04597


―――
Credits: Li et al, 2017. 12 / 23

https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.09913


  

I/O: sequences  class

labels, regression targets,
or sequences

Architecture: recurrent
networks, attention

Loss: cross-entropy,
negative log-likelihood

RNNs are equipped with an internal state, which
acts as memory cell. They are equivalent to

feedforward nets but with shared layers.

Recurrent and attention networks

→
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Sequence-to-sequence

The seq2seq model is an encoder-decoder architecture composed of:

an encoder RNN that processes the input sequence and compresses the

information into a context vector  of �xed length;

a decoder RNN initialized with the context vector that emits an output
sequence.

c

―――
Credits: Lilian Weng, 2018. 14 / 23

https://lilianweng.github.io/lil-log/2018/06/24/attention-attention.html


Attention

For infering the next state , the attention layer builds the dynamic context 

which estimates how strongly the current state is correlated with (or attends to)
other elements.

st ct

c = α h α = softmax(score(s ,h ))t

i

∑ t,i i t,i t−1 i

―――
Credits: Bahdanau et al, 2015. 15 / 23

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1409.0473.pdf


Transformer networks compose multi-head self-
attention mechanisms for sequence-to-sequence
modeling, without recurrent units.

Transformers

softmax( )V
n

QKT

―――
Credits: Vaswani et al, 2017. 16 / 23

http://papers.nips.cc/paper/7181-attention-is-all-you-need.pdf


Neural computers

Networks can be coupled with memory storage to produce neural computers:

The controller processes the input sequence and interacts with the memory
to generate the output.

The read and write operations attend to all the memory addresses.
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Programs as neural nets

  

I/O: structured data (one or more sources)  class labels, regression targets

or structured data

Architecture: graph networks, dynamic graphs of computation

Loss: cross-entropy, negative log-likelihood

→
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Recursive nets for jet physics

Use sequential recombination jet algorithms (kt, anti-kt,
etc) to de�ne computational graphs (on a per-jet basis).

The root node in the graph provides a �xed-length
embedding of a jet.

―――
Credits: Louppe et al, 2017. 19 / 23

https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.00748


Neural message passing

 

Even though the graph topology is dynamic, the unrolled computation is fully
differentiable. The program is trainable.

―――
Credits: Henrion et al, 2017. 20 / 23

https://dl4physicalsciences.github.io/files/nips_dlps_2017_29.pdf


Further examples of differentiable programs
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LEGO® Creator Expert

 

―――
Credits: Vinyals et al, 2019. 22 / 23

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1724-z


Conclusions
Deep Learning is more than
feedforward networks.

It is a methodology:

assemble networks of parameterized
functional blocks

train them from examples using some
form of gradient-based optimisation.

Bricks are simple, but their nested
composition can be arbitrarily
complicated.

The Large Creative Brick Box
includes many more bricks!
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Credits
This talk is strongly inspired from "Deep Learning: Practice and Trends" (NIPS
2017 Tutorial) by Scott Reed, Nando de Freitas and Oriol Vinyals.
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